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1 Introduction

Recent decades have witnessed a sharp increase in the amount of capital devoted to index-

related investment products. This structural change in investor composition has been espe-

cially evident in commodity futures markets. Starting around 2004, financial traders began

a large build-up of positions in commodity futures markets, a process often referred to as

financialization (Tang and Xiong, 2012). To a great extent, this structural change took place

through investment vehicles that replicate the performance of one of the main commodity

price indices. Indeed, the surge in commodity index trader (CIT) activity was accompa-

nied by a shift in price and volatility dynamics with pronounced boom-bust cycles (Cheng

and Xiong, 2014). A potential causal link between these two chronologically related de-

velopments has been widely-discussed by politicians, media, and throughout the academic

literature (e.g., Singleton, 2014; Hamilton and Wu, 2015).

An issue that has only recently begun to receive attention is the impact of the growing

market share of commodity index investments on informational efficiency, which is of par-

ticular importance because futures markets aggregate and convey valuable information to

producers and consumers (Black, 1976). According to Grossman (1976), prices aggregate

private signals of market participants, and thus, reveal information. Any disruption to this

process can have serious real economic consequences.

The presence of CITs may influence the degree of informational efficiency in different

ways. In this respect, market microstructure theory (e.g., Kyle, 1985; Glosten and Milgrom,

1985) suggests three different trader types: i) market makers that provide liquidity to the

market, ii) traders with private information, and iii) so-called noise traders, who trade for

non-fundamental objectives (e.g., hedging needs). According to Sockin and Xiong (2015),

the overall effect of CIT trading may depend on whether CITs utilize commodity futures

contracts to speculate (informed trading) or diversify (uninformed trading).

In this regard, Glosten, Nallareddy, and Zou (2021) suggest that index investing may im-

prove informational efficiency by helping commodity futures to reflect systemic information
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in a more timely manner. If they are associated with higher liquidity, and hence, lower

transaction costs compared to the individual futures markets, index products will be used

by market participants trading on systemic information. In this respect, CITs differ sig-

nificantly from traditional speculators, whose trading behaviour may also be affected by

private commodity-specific information. If this assumption holds, then the improvement

of information efficiency should be most notable in commodity futures markets that fail to

incorporate systemic information on a timely basis (e.g., due to low liquidity). Concerning

this matter, Glosten, Nallareddy, and Zou (2021) show that improvement in short-run in-

formational efficiency is most pronounced among firms with low market capitalization and

analyst coverage. However, according to the authors, it is also conceivable that CITs trade

in commodity futures based on idiosyncratic information, and use index products to hedge

against systematic risk. This, in turn, may induce noise in the return process.

Index investing may also have an indirect effect on the information production process in

commodity futures markets, in that growth in index investments may lead informed investors

to be less inclined to collect and process information (Brown, Davies, and Ringgenberg, 2021).

A common assumption is that market participants have to incur costs to gather information

(Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980). This effort, in turn, is compensated with profits acquired via

trading with uninformed market participants, and ultimately ensures that new information

is incorporated into prices. However, index investment may disrupt this mechanism. Due to

low adverse selection costs and the opportunity to diversify asset-specific risk, noise traders

may be attracted by index investments (Subrahmanyam, 1991; Gorton and Pennacchi, 1993),

leaving only informed traders in the underlying markets. Without trading gains at the

expense of uninformed investors, remaining informed traders trade less, leading to illiquidity

and increased transaction costs (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980).

Apart from attracting noise traders, index investment products may affect informational

efficiency through market conditions. More volatile and illiquid markets complicate con-

verting private information into profits. In the case of market volatility, Basak and Pavlova
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(2013) and Baruch and Zhang (2019) provide a theoretical explanation for rising volatility

in indexed assets due to index investing. This prediction has received empirical confirmation

by Ben-David, Franzoni, and Moussawi (2018). For market liquidity, the theoretical model

of Bhattacharya and O’Hara (2018) predicts a positive impact on liquidity. Boehmer and

Boehmer (2003), Hegde and McDermott (2004), and Holden and Nam (2019) show that the

initiation of exchange traded funds (ETFs) increases liquidity of the underlying assets.

A recent study by Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) presents evidence that com-

modity index investing feeds back into the real economy in a negative manner. More specifi-

cally, the informational efficiency of index commodities is reported to have declined substan-

tially due to CIT trading, with the decline in efficiency on the order of 75%. The decline

in informational efficiency is predicted to have caused production and investment decisions

for firms using indexed commodities to become less efficient due to the increased noise in

futures price quotations. Analysis of individual commodity firm data reveals that firms who

are heavy users of index commodities earn significantly lower profits, and have higher costs

than control firms over 2000-2007.

The results found in Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) are troubling from a pub-

lic policy standpoint. Specifically, their results indicate that financialization substantially

reduced the informational efficiency of indexed commodity futures markets, and materially

harmed the financial performance of firms that are heavy users of these commodities. Given

the relatively large real economy impacts reported in Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich

(2019), and the fact that theirs is the only study to date reporting such results, the need for

additional research on this topic should be obvious. The results of Brogaard, Ringgenberg,

and Sovich (2019) also raise the question of how it was possible for speculators and arbi-

trageurs to eliminate predictable movements in commodity prices before financialization, but

not afterwards. This is particularly questionable given the fact that sophisticated investors

such as hedge funds have increasingly entered the market during the financialization period.

In the present study, we focus on the informational efficiency of index and non-index
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commodity futures markets, as Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich’s (2019) identification

strategy is based on this characteristic. We examine 34 commodity futures markets span-

ning the period 1999 through 2019. Based on the classification into index and non-index

commodity futures markets we calculate for each commodity the absolute value of centered

variance ratio (VR), and the delay (DL) measures of Hou and Moskowitz (2005). We use

daily rather than weekly futures price time series. We argue that information processing

in commodity futures markets is fast, and as such, daily data are preferable to weekly. In

addition, the aggregation to weekly data may mask economically important dynamics that

may only be discovered with the use of daily futures prices. Furthermore, we use daily data

to ensure that our results are not driven by time-varying expected returns (Ahn et al., 2002).

We use two different approaches to examine the question of whether financialization and

index investing affect price informativeness in commodity futures markets. First, we utilize

CIT position data provided by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

to investigate directly how variation in market participant composition is related to infor-

mational efficiency in commodity futures markets. Relying on ordinary least squares (OLS)

regressions, we find that CIT activity is significantly associated with higher degrees of infor-

mational efficiency. Next, we decompose CIT activity in the number of CITs and existing

CITs expanding their market positions. We demonstrate that the identified relationship

between informational efficiency and CIT activity is mainly driven by CITs increasing their

portfolio holdings.

In the OLS regressions we control for several observable commodity futures characteristics,

and consider both commodity and month fixed effects. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the

possibility that CIT activity is endogenous, and the observed relationship may be driven by

an omitted variable bias. To address this concern, we replicate and extend the difference-

in-differences regression results of Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019). In this part

of the analysis, we focus on the build-up in CIT positions around the year 2004. We split

the sample between treatment and control group based on whether the commodity futures
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contract is a constituent of a commodity index or not. By doing this, we assume that the

financialization represents an exogenous shock that is orthogonal to other factors affecting

the level of price informativeness. To control for the effect of temporal variations in economic

conditions and any potentially persistent differences between index and nonindex commodity

futures markets, we add commodity and month fixed effects. In general, our results stand in

sharp contrast to those of Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019). For a similar sample

of commodity futures contracts, we find no significant degradation in informational efficiency

that is experienced by only index commodity futures contracts. On the contrary, difference-

in-differences regressions reveal that price informativeness of index commodities improved

significantly compared to non-index commodities.

The contributions of this article are threefold. First, we contribute to the literature study-

ing the impact of the financialization on underlying commodity futures markets. There is

already a substantial literature debating the link between the sharp increase in commodity

index trading and commodity futures and spot prices in 2007-08. Among others, Stoll and

Whaley (2010), Hamilton and Wu (2015), and Brunetti, Büyükşahin, and Harris (2016)

find no empirical evidence that the rapid growth in CIT trading affected commodity futures

prices or volatility. In contrast, Henderson, Pearson, and Wang (2015), Singleton (2014),

and Cheng, Kirilenko, and Xiong (2015) find the opposite. Moreover, Tang and Xiong (2012)

and Büyükşahin and Robe (2014) document increasing comovement between stock and com-

modity indices following the financialization. However, the effect of the financialization on

the informativeness of futures prices is not well understood. A major exception is the study

of Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) who alleged that indexed commodity futures

markets are significantly more affected than non-indexed futures markets.

Second, this paper draws on recent work (Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich, 2019; Gold-

stein and Yang, 2019), emphasizing real economic consequences from the financialization.

This literature heavily relies on the assumption of a feedback channel, i.e. that financializa-

tion harms price informativeness of futures markets, which in turn harms production and
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investment decisions of exposed companies. Based on a broad set of empirical tests, our

results document that the suggested feedback-channel is not present in commodity futures

markets.

Finally, we add to the literature studying how investment in index-related products (e.g.

ETFs) affects the informational efficiency of the underlying securities. For instance, Israeli,

Lee, and Sridharan (2017) and Coles, Heath, and Ringgenberg (2020) show that higher index

investor ownership leads to decreased informational efficiency. However, on the contrary,

Glosten, Nallareddy, and Zou (2021) find that ETFs positively affect informational efficiency

at the individual stock level. Similar positive effects for industry level ETFs are illustrated by

Huang, O’Hara, and Zhong (2021) and Bhojraj, Mohanram, and Zhang (2018). Contributing

to this strand of the literature, we provide additional evidence for a different market setting.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we describe the data and variable con-

struction. Section 3 outlines the empirical findings, before section 4 draws some conclusions.

2 Data and Variable Construction

2.1 Futures Data

The selection of commodity futures markets and the identification of indexed commodi-

ties belonging to the S&P GSCI or Bloomberg Commodity Index (former Dow Jones UBS

Commodity Index) relies on Brogaard’s et al. (2019) approach.1 However, we make few ad-

justments. In principle, we only use futures contracts that have been traded for some time

both before and after the suspected break around 2004. For this reason, we do not use time

series for molybdenum and cobalt, as trading in futures contracts for these commodities did

not start until February 2010.2 For the same reason, we also refrain from including ethanol
1 While the weighting of individual commodities varies depending on relative global production, index

membership has remained fairly stable over time. For example, rice, palladium, platinum, and steel
are still not considered in the index construction, despite their importance in global production &
consumption.

2 The use of molybdenum in Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) is particularly puzzling because
the investigation period covers the period from 2000 to 2007, but futures trading in molybdenum only
started in February 2010.
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and RBOB gasoline (for both started trading in 2005). Finally, we do not include soybean

meal, although it is a current member of the Bloomberg Commodity Index. However, in-

dexing of soybean meal futures contracts only began in 2013. We consider a total of 34

commodity futures markets of which 24 were classified as indexed, and 10 as non-indexed

(see Table 1). Our sample of daily futures prices covers the period from January 1999 to

November 2019.3 The data are sourced from Datastream and Barchart.

[Table 1 about here]

Consistent with Bakshi, Gao, and Rossi (2019), we roll over the contract with the second

shortest maturity T2 to the next nearby contract T3 on the first trading day of the month

prior expiration to construct a daily time series of futures prices. Therefore, we avoid the

first notice day and the associated risk of physical delivery, which may lead to liquidity and

pricing irregularities in the futures series (Szymanowska et al., 2014; Bakshi, Gao, and Rossi,

2019). However, the adopted methodology complicates the computation of returns since on

the roll-over day t the third nearby contract in t − 1 becomes the second nearby contract.

We overcome this issue and derive continuously compounded returns based on settlement

prices of the same contract:

R2
t,i =

{
logF 2

t,i − logF 3
t−1,i, if t− 1 represents a roll-over day

logF 2
t,i − logF 2

t−1,i, otherwise, (1)

where F T
t,i denotes the settlement price of commodity i’s T -th nearby contract on day t.

Detailed information on the statistical behavior of the return time series is presented in

Table 2.

[Table 2 about here]

Finally, we derive several futures market related control variables. First, consistent with
3 Since we compute efficiency measures based on a rolling-window of 250 trading days, and the investi-

gation period starts in 2000, we utilize data starting in January 1999.
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Kang, Rouwenhorst, and Tang (2020), we compute the log basis as

Bi,t = ln(Fi(t, T2))− ln(Fi(t, T1))
T2 − T1

, (2)

where Fi(t, Tn) denotes the nth-nearby contract for commodity i on day t. We include Bi,t

as a control variable, as it is closely related to the commodity futures risk premium (see,

among others, Working, 1949; Brennan, 1958; Fama and French, 1987; Erb and Harvey,

2006). To control for varying degrees of market illiquidity, we use the commonly adopted

Amihud (2002) measure, which is defined as:

IQi,t = |ri,t|
Trading Volumei,t(in $billion) . (3)

2.2 CIT Activity

In order to measure the degree of CITs’ market activity, we rely on trader positioning data

published by the CFTC in their Supplemental Commitment of Traders (SCOT) report.

In total, the SCOT report covers aggregate trading positions held by CITs for 12 selected

agricultural futures markets. According to the CFTC’s definition, CITs comprise the class of

institutional investors who invest passively and unleveraged in commodity futures markets

by means of commodity index investment vehicles. In addition, the CFTC assigns to CITs

market participants who hedge commodity-index-related OTC derivative contracts in the

underlying commodity futures markets. The SCOT report is published on a weekly basis

(usually each Friday) and contains the long and short open interest held by CITs as of

Tuesday market close for 12 selected agricultural commodities, beginning in January 2006.

For a comprehensive overview of the limitations of this dataset, we refer the reader to Irwin

and Sanders (2012).

[Figure 1 about here]

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of index trader activity measured as the open interest
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held by market participants identified by the CFTC as index trader for CBOT corn, CBOT

soybean, CBOT wheat, and KCBT wheat. For these grain futures markets, the CFTC

collected additional data for the build-up period of index trader position data in 2004 and

2005 following a request from the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

in 2009. In addition, the corresponding futures price time series is shown in order to gain a

first impression of the extent to which index traders’ positions were accompanied by price

movements. Looking at the period 2004 to 2009, there is no clear correlation between

the build-up of long positions by CITs and the price fluctuations in agricultural futures

markets. As frequently assumed, a large part of the position build-up took place during

the period January 2004 to May 2006. For this period, however, no pronounced change in

price dynamics in the selected agricultural futures markets can be identified. Assuming that

index traders have significantly influenced the price process and consequently the efficiency

of commodity futures markets, this should particularly be observed during the substantial

position building between 2004 and 2006.

The total open interest (OI), reported by the CFTC can be subgrouped as follows:

2×OI = (Long + Short + 2× Spread)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Non−commercial

+ (Long + Short)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Commercial

+ (Long + Short)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CIT

+ (Long + Short)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Non−reporting

(4)

Utilizing the SCOT report data, we construct two measure to characterize the positions of

CITs. First, we derive the market share of CITs as the sum of the number of contracts that

CITs are long (CITL) and short (CITS), scaled by total open interest for commodity i in

week t (OI):

MSi,t = CITLi,t + CITSi,t

2×OIi,t

. (5)

Furthermore, we consider the net long position of CITs:

NETi,t = CITLi,t − CITSi,t

OIi,t

. (6)
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Table 3 reports descriptive statistics for the total open interest, the number of CITs, and

the CIT activity measures for each commodity futures market covered by the SCOT report.

[Table 3 about here]

2.3 Measures of Informational Efficiency

In the empirical analysis, we quantify the degree of price informativeness in different ways.

The first measure that we adopt is closely related to the classic definition of market efficiency,

initially proposed by Fama (1970). It states that prices reflect new information entirely and

instantaneously if the market is efficient. From this definition it can be inferred that price

changes follow a purely random process, and are thus not predictable on the basis of currently

available information. This also precludes autocorrelation in the return process.4

To detect and quantify distinctive autocorrelation structure in the return process, we

utilize variance ratios (V Rs). Closely related to the V Rs is the assumption that returns

follow a random walk process, which is characterized by the absence of any serial correlation.

Another feature of the random walk process is that the return variance over a holding period

of q days should correspond to q times the return variance for a holding period of one day.

It is exactly this property that forms the basis of the V R of Lo and MacKinlay (1988) as

follows:

V R(q) = V ar[rt(q)]
qV ar[rt]

, (7)

where rt(q) = rt, rt−1, . . . , rt−q+1. Given that the return time series follows a random walk,

V R should take values near one. Equation (7) can be restated to illustrate that market
4 Although this definition serves as a basis for many theoretical and empirical studies, it is not without

controversy. Opponents typically argue that return autocorrelation is not a distinct sign of market
inefficiency. Rather, return autocorrelation can also emerge due to time-varying expected returns,
market microstructural frictions or non-synchronous trading (see, among other, Conrad and Kaul,
1988; Conrad, Kaul, and Nimalendran, 1991; Mech, 1993; Boudoukh, Richardson, and Whitelaw, 1994).
However, these objections can be overcome by using data of higher frequency. According to Ahn et al.
(2002), in the case of daily returns, time-varying expected returns do not pose a problem as they
are associated with low frequency changes in investment opportunities. Moreover, the objection that
return autocorrelation arises due to microstructural frictions can be invalidated, because of highly liquid
markets.
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efficiency is associated with return serial correlation:

V R(q) = 1 + 2
q−1∑
k=1

(
1− k

q

)
ρ(k), (8)

where ρ(k) denotes the kth order autocorrelation coefficient of the return process {rt}. V R

can thus also be interpreted as a weighted average of return autocorrelation over different

time horizons.

However, V R has the disadvantage that the holding period q must be determined in

advance. Unfortunately, the selection is usually arbitrary without any statistical considera-

tions. For this reason, Choi (1999) proposes a modification of V R, the automatic variance

ratio (AV R):

AV R(q) = 1 + 2
T −1∑
k=0

f(k
q

)ρ(k). (9)

As weighting function k(·), Choi (1999) selects a quadratic spectral kernel that ensures

positive but declining weights for the autocorrelation coefficients. Choi (1999) addresses

the problem of arbitrary parameter values for q by adopting a method that originates from

Andrews (1991) and postulates a data-dependent selection of q.5

We follow Boehmer and Kelley (2009) and use the absolute deviations of V R/AV R from

one as a measure for the degree of market efficiency. Daily measures of informational effi-

ciency are generated using a moving window approach with a window length of 250 trading

days (approximately one calendar year).6

In addition to measures based on return autocorrelation, the literature (e.g., Busch and

Obernberger, 2017; Griffin, Kelly, and Nardari, 2010; Boehmer and Wu, 2013; Phillips, 2011)

also uses metrics that measure the delay with which fundamental data are reflected in prices.

The idea is that in efficient markets fundamental data are fully and immediately priced in

when they become available. The greater the delay, the greater the deviation from the
5 Readers interested in the technical details of the selection process are referred to Choi (1999).
6 An obvious question is whether a clear tendency towards positive or negative autocorrelation can be

deduced from the time varying V Rs. In a related study, Bohl, Pütz, and Sulewski (2020) show that
the AV R fluctuates around the value 1 without showing a clear trend. Interested readers are referred
to Figure 2 in Bohl, Pütz, and Sulewski (2020).
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ideal state of absolute market efficiency. In quantifying the delay, we build on Mech (1993)

and Hou and Moskowitz (2005). According to these studies, DL indicates how sensitive

current returns react to past fundamentals. Similarly, we calculate DL as the deviation in

R2 between a model (10) which allows for delayed impact of (five daily lags) of fundamental

data and a restricted model (11) without lags:

ri,t = αi + β0
i ∗Xt +

5∑
n=1

βn
i ∗Xt−n + εi,t. (10)

ri,t = αi + β0
i ∗Xt + εi,t, (11)

Here, ri,t denotes the return of commodity futures contract i on trading day t, Xt is a

vector containing the fundamental time series on trading day t. Xt consists of economic

factors commonly associated with commodity futures returns: (1) The return on S&P 500

as a high-frequency measure of expectations about U.S. economic growth; (2) the return

on MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index as a high-frequency measure of expectations about

emerging markets economic growth; (3) the return on trade weighted U.S. Dollar Index,

since commodity futures contracts are usually settled in U.S. Dollar; (4) the percentage

change in the VIX Index, because the VIX represents a measure for uncertainty (Cheng,

Kirilenko, and Xiong, 2015); (5) the percentage change in Baltic Dry Index, which reflects

the cost of transporting raw materials by sea, and is commonly employed as a measure for

global economic conditions; (6) the return on GSCI Index as a proxy for general commodity

market expectation.

Assuming efficient futures markets, new information should be instantaneously reflected

in the futures price, and the regression coefficients for the lagged fundamental time series

should not significantly deviate from zero. If the information incorporation is delayed, then

we would assume coefficients for the lagged fundamental time series to deviate from zero, and

consequently, the unrestricted model with lagged fundamentals to have a higher explanatory

power than its restricted competitor.
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The DL1 measure proposed by Hou and Moskowitz (2005) is as follows:

DL1 = 1− R2
Restricted

R2
Unrestrictred

. (12)

The greater the explanatory power of the lagged fundamental information, the longer the

delay until futures prices reflect new information. In other words, the higher the degree of

informational efficiency, the smaller the difference between the two adjusted R2. The higher

the DL1 measure, the lower the degree of market efficiency.

However, DL1 neither distinguishes between short and long lags, nor considers the preci-

sion of coefficient estimates. Therefore, Hou and Moskowitz (2005) suggest two alternative

delay measures, DL2 and DL3:

DL2 =
∑5

n=1 nβ
n

β0 +∑5
n=1 β

n
(13)

DL3 =
∑5

n=1 nβ
n/se(betan)

β0/se(β0) +∑5
n=1 β

n/se(βn)
, (14)

where se(·) denotes the standard error of the estimated coefficient. Both measures are

motivated by the work of Mech (1993) and Brennan, Jegadeesh, and Swaminathan (1993),

who employ similar measures. Higher estimates for DL2 and DL3 indicate lower degrees of

price informativeness.

To generate time-variable delay measures of market efficiency, we proceed as described for

the V R measures. The regressions on which DL measures are based use a window of 250

trading days. DL measures are then computed based on the R2, regression coefficients, and

standard error estimates of these regression models.

To gain a first impression of whether financialization marks a structural change in the

return process of indexed commodity futures, we subdivide the sample period in a pre-

financialization period up to 2003, and a sub-sample covering the financialization period

afterwards. Figure 2 depicts the average degree of market efficiency before and after the

assumed break in 2004 for index and non-index commodity futures markets, respectively.
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[Figure 2 about here]

As is apparent from Figure 2, we fail to replicate the results reported by Brogaard,

Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) (see Figure 2 in their paper). On the contrary, Figure

2 indicates that index commodities experienced a break towards better informational effi-

ciency.

Next, we report in Tables 4 and 5 for each sub-sample the mean of the market efficiency

measures for each single commodity market. On closer inspection, we neither find evidence

for a structural break that only affected indexed commodities, nor is a disparity between

indexed and non-indexed commodities apparent. Taken together, the initial results do not

support a conclusion that market efficiency in indexed commodities was harmed by the

financialization. Conversely, the results indicate that information efficiency has improved.

[Table 4 about here]

[Table 5 about here]

3 Results

3.1 Index Trading and Informational Efficiency

In this section, we test whether CIT activity is associated with informational efficiency in

commodity futures markets. As mentioned earlier, for a subgroup of commodities (exclu-

sively agricultural commodities), the CFTC publishes weekly figures for the open interest

held by CITs. Based on this dataset, we investigate whether the relative presence of CITs

affects the degree of market efficiency.

To study the effect of index trading on market efficiency, we estimate the following OLS

regression model:

EFi,t = α + β2CITi,t + β3Bi,t + β4IQi,t + µt + φi + εi,t , (15)
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where the dependent variable EFi,t is either the absolute deviation of the selected variance

ratio (V R or AV R), or one of the DL measures. For the original V R, we consider three

holding periods, namely four, eight and twelve trading days. The independent variable CITi,t

refers to one of the adopted CIT activity measures. To match the weekly trader position

data with our efficiency measure, we proceed as follows. We stick to the daily sampling

frequency and assign for each reporting date the accompanying efficiency measure for the

respective day (usually, Tuesday market close). To control for time-invariant unobserved

heterogeneity among commodity futures, we include commodity fixed effects (φi). Lastly,

the error term is denoted by εi,t. All standard errors are clustered at the commodity market

and month level. By estimating model (15) we examine if the market activity of CITs has an

influence on the degree of market efficiency. To the extent that the hypothesis of Brogaard,

Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) holds true, we would expect that an increase in the activity

of CITs leads to a higher distortion of the information content in prices, i.e. to lower market

efficiency. Results for regression model Equation (15) are reported in Table 6.

[Table 6 about here]

Overall, we find no empirical evidence that CITs are detrimental to the degree of market

efficiency. Most of the specifications of regression model (15) suggest that CITs could even

be conducive to market efficiency. We find empirical evidence that CITs improve the degree

of market efficiency for V R and DL. Both CIT market share and the net long position of

CITs are associated with lower values for V R and DL.

The observed temporal and cross-sectional fluctuations in CIT activity may result from

new CITs entering the market, or from existing CITs expanding their activity, or from both.

Therefore, we follow Glosten, Nallareddy, and Zou (2021), and study the relative importance

of each channel on informational efficiency in commodity futures markets. We decompose

CIT activity by regressing CIT activity (CIT i, t, measured byMS or NETi,t) on the number
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of CITs active in underlying futures market i (#CITi,t):

CITi,t = αi + βi#CITi,t + εi,t. (16)

Next, we use the fitted values from Eq. (16) (#ĈITi,t) as a proxy for CIT activity that

results from new CITs entering the market and the residual (orthogonal) component (CIT −

Expandi,t = εi,t) as a measure of CIT activity stemming from existing CITs expanding their

market positions. In order to evaluate, which component drives the observed association

between CIT activity and informational efficiency, we reestimate Eq. (15) by replacing

MSi,t with its approximated components:

EFi,t = α + β2#ĈITi,t + β3CITExpi,t + β4Bi,t + beta5IQi,t + µt + φi + εi,t . (17)

In general, the results suggest that the positive effect of CIT activity on informational

efficiency is mainly driven by CITs expanding portfolio holdings and not by new CITs entering

the market. Most of the regression coefficients for CITExpi,t are negative and statistically

significant, whereas most of the coefficients for #ĈITi,t are insignificant.

[Table 7 about here]

3.2 Difference-in-Differences Regression

The OLS regression framework may suffer from an omitted variable basis. Therefore, it is not

clear whether the observed association between index investing and informational efficiency

can be interpreted as a causal relationship. In order to address this issue and confirm

our earlier results based on single market efficiency measures, we adopt the difference-in-

differences approach of Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019). The resulting regression

model reads as follows:

EFi,t = α + β1Di,t + β3µt + β4φi + εi,t. (18)
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To study the presence of a potential structural break in the return process, we include a

dummy variable Di,t that indicates whether a market belongs to the treatment (indexed)

or control (not indexed) group. Following Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019), the

treatment group is defined as commodity futures market tracked by the S&P GSCI or the

Bloomberg Commodity Index (former Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index). The dummy

takes on one, if the commodity under scrutiny is index traded and t ≥ 2004, and zero, oth-

erwise. By this means, we can identify whether the financialization period had a significant

impact on the degree of market efficiency in commodity futures markets. Further, we control

for time-invariant and market-specific unobserved heterogeneity among commodity futures

by including montha and commodity market fixed effects (µt and φi). Finally, we cluster

standard errors at the commodity market and month level.

To reduce the effect of other potential forces as well as to ensure consistency, we adopt

the same sample period as Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) from January 2000 to

December 2007. In case the financialization period reflects a structural break in market effi-

ciency of indexed futures markets, we expect a significant coefficient for the financialization

dummy variable.

Results are reported in Table 8. Our findings clearly contradict the results of Brogaard,

Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019). We find evidence for a significant positive impact of the

financialization period on informational efficiency in index commodity futures markets, as

highlighted by the significant negative coefficient estimates, regardless of the utilized effi-

ciency measure. In this context, a significant negative sign indicates that the financialization

had a positive influence on the degree of information efficiency, i.e., the financialization period

has contributed to the fact that indexed commodity futures markets process fundamental

information more quickly after 2004.

[Table 8 about here]
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4 Conclusion

The substantial financial inflows into index funds that track commodity price indices have

triggered an intense debate about the extent to which this change in the composition of mar-

ket participants affects the quality of the underlying futures markets. A key determinant

of market quality is the ability of a securities market to process new information accurately

and promptly, often referred to as market efficiency. The aim of this paper is to investigate a

possible relationship between commodity index trader (CIT) investments and the degree of

market efficiency. The starting point is the recently published paper by Brogaard, Ringgen-

berg, and Sovich (2019), which shows that companies whose business activities are connected

to indexed commodities are negatively affected by selected indicators. The authors attribute

this to, among other things, a lower quality of information on the futures markets, which in

turn leads to suboptimal decision-making by the companies concerned. We investigate this

claim based on a sample covering the time period from 1999 to 2019.

To quantify the degree of market efficiency, we use different variants of the variance ratio

and the delay measures suggested by Hou and Moskowitz (2005). Basically, informational

efficiency in commodity futures markets varies considerably in the cross-section and over

time. However, using a limited sample (only agricultural commodities covered by the CFTC

in its SCOT report), we examine whether the level of index activity measured by the market

share of identified index investors is related to variations in market efficiency. We find no

results that would suggest that index investor activity could harm the information processing

of commodity futures markets. On the contrary, the results indicate that if there is a

significant relationship between indexation and market efficiency, it appears to be positive.

Next, using a difference-in-differences approach, we do not find any results that support

the findings of Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019). In general, we find no significant

deterioration in market efficiency that can be observed exclusively for indexed commodi-

ties. Conversely, the empirical evidence suggests that indexed commodities experienced an

improvement in informational efficiency after 2004. This indicates that fundamental informa-
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tion has been priced in faster during financialization than in the period before financialization

has started.

A key implication of our work is that the assertion of a negative impact of commodity

index investors on market quality, measured here by market efficiency, is not reflected in the

data. In order to ensure market efficiency, regulators and policy makers should rather pay

attention to fundamental market variables such as liquidity and volatility, for which there

is evidence, based on an extensive literature, that these are crucial to ensure information

processing. In addition, more extensive access to the temporally disaggregated CIT position

data available from the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) would help

to further resolve this important research question.
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Table 1: Commodity futures contracts by exchange

A. Index commodities B. Nonindex commodities
Commodity Exchange Commodity Exchange
Energy Energy
Brent oil ICE Propane NYMEX
Crude oil NYMEX
Gasoil ICE
Heating oil NYMEX
Natural gas NYMEX

Agriculture Agriculture
Corn CBOT Rice CBOT
Soybeans CBOT Oats CBOT
Chicago wheat CBOT Lumber CME
Kansas wheat KBOT Orange Juice ICE
Soybean oil CBOT Pork bellies CME
Coffee ICE Minneapolis wheat MGE
Cotton ICE
Sugar ICE
Cocoa ICE
Feeder cattle CME
Live cattle CME
Lean hogs CME

Metals Metals
Gold COMEX Palladium COMEX
Silver COMEX Platinum COMEX
Copper COMEX Tin LME
Aluminium LME Alloy LME
Lead LME
Nickel LME
Zinc LME

Note: The exchange abbreviations CME, ICE, LME and NYMEX re-
fer to the the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the Intercontinental Ex-
change U.S. (New York), the London Metal Exchange and the New
York Mercantile Exchange. The classification in index and non-index
commodities follows the approach suggested in Brogaard, Ringgen-
berg, and Sovich (2019). Indexed futures markets are constituents of
the S&P GSCI and/or the Bloomberg Commodity Index (former Dow
Jones UBS Commodity Index).
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Futures Return Time Series

# Min Mean Max St.dev. Skew. Kurt.
A. Index commodities
Aluminium 5725 -8.22 -0.01 11.09 1.36 0.02 4.32
Brent oil 5808 -13.90 0.01 13.30 2.03 -0.08 3.24
Chicago wheat 5640 -9.76 -0.05 8.48 1.78 0.10 1.85
Cocoa 5643 -9.96 0.00 9.87 1.81 -0.12 2.37
Coffee 5669 -13.89 -0.04 20.05 2.15 0.08 4.81
Copper 5675 -11.71 0.01 11.64 1.67 -0.14 4.21
Corn 5560 -8.12 -0.03 8.48 1.62 0.07 2.20
Cotton 5703 -7.36 -0.03 6.93 1.54 -0.06 1.73
Crude oil 5707 -15.72 0.01 12.78 2.10 -0.19 3.21
Feeder cattle 5675 -6.00 0.00 4.47 0.93 -0.17 1.65
Gas oil 5748 -14.45 0.01 11.25 1.87 0.00 2.48
Gold 5692 -9.84 0.01 8.83 1.08 -0.12 6.39
Heating oil 5726 -13.97 0.01 10.30 2.03 -0.05 2.22
Kansas wheat 5670 -8.87 -0.03 8.01 1.66 0.11 1.77
Lead 5641 -17.86 0.05 24.20 2.13 0.46 10.52
Lean hogs 5635 -6.56 0.01 3.42 0.87 -0.18 1.57
Live cattle 5491 -6.60 -0.03 6.98 1.51 -0.05 1.11
Natural gas 5727 -19.18 -0.10 18.76 2.94 0.07 2.41
Nickel 5729 -29.93 -0.02 34.26 2.83 -0.41 19.47
Silver 5709 -19.48 0.01 12.45 1.87 -0.82 7.62
Soybeans 5684 -7.29 0.01 6.70 1.44 -0.12 2.29
Soybeans oil 5660 -7.14 -0.01 8.08 1.42 0.15 2.04
Sugar 5584 -13.20 -0.01 8.56 1.85 -0.22 2.33
Zinc 5704 -12.48 0.01 11.44 1.84 -0.14 3.54

B. Nonindex commodities
Lumber 5681 -5.93 -0.03 6.22 1.63 0.15 0.27
Minneapolis wheat 5635 -8.41 -0.01 7.95 1.46 0.14 2.80
Oats 5439 -8.41 -0.01 8.34 1.78 -0.07 1.54
Orange juice 5651 -13.09 -0.03 15.08 1.82 -0.04 3.40
Palladium 5561 -14.36 0.05 15.54 2.07 -0.31 4.28
Platinum 5688 -9.48 0.02 10.28 1.41 -0.34 3.40
Pork bellies 3272 -7.08 0.00 7.44 1.97 0.00 0.60
Propane 2671 -22.07 0.05 13.91 2.21 -0.64 7.55
Rice 5568 -6.90 -0.04 7.28 1.41 0.06 1.38
Tin 5657 -11.46 0.02 15.03 1.58 -0.16 7.09

Note: Table 2 contains descriptive statistics for the employed return time series. Classified
into index and non-index commodities, Table 2 contains information on number of observa-
tions, minimum, mean, maximum, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis for the return
time series. The data is sourced from Datastream and Barchart and spans the period from
January 1997 to November 2019.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of CIT Measures

MS NET # CIT OI
Min Mean Max St.dev. Min Mean Max St.dev. Min Mean Max St.dev. Min Mean Max St.dev.

Chicago wheat 11.72 20.66 28.03 3.82 15.61 30.20 51.00 8.18 22 44.90 75 9.99 313.43 530.51 722.92 74.20
Cocoa 3.14 9.20 16.04 2.67 3.26 12.35 22.22 4.45 16 29.52 56 8.11 116.00 217.20 381.96 65.91
Coffee 7.61 12.87 21.60 2.61 8.02 20.49 42.20 6.77 18 37.81 76 12.51 111.94 217.54 434.12 60.90
Corn 8.66 13.56 18.46 1.75 9.10 20.21 32.73 4.59 26 46.50 86 11.61 996.90 1809.42 2708.87 303.98
Cotton 10.30 15.61 22.38 2.36 10.93 26.46 43.11 5.73 17 38.27 78 11.31 148.51 277.05 572.63 69.11
Feeder cattle 4.28 11.53 20.63 3.68 6.18 19.23 35.16 6.25 12 24.29 45 6.46 20.53 46.14 75.77 13.05
Kansas wheat 6.15 13.54 21.42 2.96 8.23 22.28 40.27 6.42 12 27.37 54 8.01 80.58 193.18 368.00 70.57
Lean hogs 9.85 17.88 25.71 3.64 17.04 31.43 51.42 8.25 18 34.73 68 9.86 132.41 268.12 439.31 63.32
Live cattle 8.80 16.29 24.35 3.51 15.88 30.52 46.96 6.97 19 34.81 71 10.00 218.79 365.20 515.80 68.29
Soybeans 7.74 12.69 18.79 2.32 8.49 18.74 32.16 5.45 21 44.11 81 11.68 364.62 789.26 1302.94 195.63
Soybeans oil 9.07 13.72 22.27 2.39 14.19 22.16 36.55 3.70 14 32.15 64 10.38 186.94 391.28 638.65 88.29
Sugar 8.13 16.28 22.23 2.86 10.05 23.40 36.26 5.22 20 38.73 64 7.59 604.29 970.75 1535.07 157.90

Note: Table 3 contains descriptive statistics for the employed measures of CIT activity, number of CITs active in the market, and the open interest. MS refers to the market
share of CITs, NET is the net long position of CITs, # CIT denotes the number of CITs, and OI is the number of open contracts (long+short). The data is sourced from the
weekly SCOT report published by the CFTC and spans the period from January 2006 to November 2019.
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Table 4: Mean Degree of Market Efficiency - Variance Ratios

VR4 VR8 VR12 AVR
pre post ∆ pre post ∆ pre post ∆ pre post ∆

A. Index commodities
Brent oil 0.08 0.10 0.02∗ 0.16 0.13 -0.03∗ 0.18 0.16 -0.02∗ 0.05 0.10 0.05∗

Crude oil 0.07 0.09 0.02∗ 0.16 0.13 -0.03∗ 0.20 0.17 -0.04∗ 0.04 0.07 0.02∗

Gas oil 0.06 0.12 0.06∗ 0.15 0.17 0.03∗ 0.20 0.20 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.02∗

Heating oil 0.10 0.10 0 0.20 0.17 -0.03∗ 0.27 0.23 -0.04∗ 0.05 0.07 0.02∗

Natural gas 0.11 0.08 -0.04∗ 0.10 0.10 0 0.13 0.14 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.02∗

Chicago wheat 0.06 0.04 -0.02∗ 0.12 0.13 0.01 0.16 0.18 0.02∗ 0.04 0.05 0
Corn 0.07 0.06 -0.01∗ 0.10 0.12 0.02∗ 0.14 0.13 -0.01∗ 0.10 0.06 -0.04∗

Kansas wheat 0.12 0.05 -0.07∗ 0.11 0.10 -0.01∗ 0.14 0.16 0.02∗ 0.15 0.05 -0.1∗

Soybean oil 0.07 0.08 0.01∗ 0.16 0.12 -0.04∗ 0.20 0.15 -0.05∗ 0.07 0.06 -0.01∗

Soybeans 0.05 0.09 0.04∗ 0.13 0.08 -0.05∗ 0.16 0.11 -0.05∗ 0.06 0.04 -0.02∗

Cocoa 0.10 0.09 -0.02∗ 0.13 0.08 -0.06∗ 0.16 0.13 -0.04∗ 0.07 0.06 -0.01∗

Coffee 0.17 0.10 -0.07∗ 0.27 0.12 -0.15∗ 0.36 0.17 -0.19∗ 0.09 0.09 0.01∗

Cotton 0.11 0.13 0.02∗ 0.11 0.16 0.05∗ 0.13 0.17 0.04∗ 0.05 0.09 0.04∗

Sugar 0.10 0.10 0.01∗ 0.09 0.16 0.06∗ 0.12 0.26 0.15∗ 0.05 0.04 -0.01∗

Feeder cattle 0.16 0.11 -0.04∗ 0.18 0.11 -0.07∗ 0.21 0.13 -0.08∗ 0.11 0.17 0.06∗

Lean hogs 0.17 0.11 -0.06∗ 0.22 0.15 -0.07∗ 0.24 0.19 -0.05∗ 0.11 0.08 -0.02∗

Live cattle 0.12 0.08 -0.05∗ 0.16 0.14 -0.03∗ 0.21 0.15 -0.06∗ 0.06 0.04 -0.02∗

Gold 0.08 0.07 -0.01∗ 0.18 0.12 -0.05∗ 0.26 0.17 -0.09∗ 0.08 0.04 -0.04∗

Silver 0.16 0.11 -0.05∗ 0.19 0.12 -0.07∗ 0.24 0.17 -0.07∗ 0.18 0.13 -0.06∗

Aluminium 0.09 0.09 0 0.14 0.19 0.06∗ 0.20 0.24 0.05∗ 0.05 0.05 0
Copper 0.12 0.14 0.02∗ 0.12 0.21 0.08∗ 0.16 0.24 0.07∗ 0.11 0.08 -0.03∗

Lead 0.14 0.08 -0.05∗ 0.15 0.14 -0.01∗ 0.14 0.16 0.02∗ 0.08 0.03 -0.05∗

Nickel 0.11 0.13 0.03∗ 0.19 0.22 0.03∗ 0.28 0.29 0.01∗ 0.06 0.08 0.02∗

Zinc 0.11 0.12 0.01∗ 0.20 0.16 -0.04∗ 0.24 0.11 -0.13∗ 0.07 0.10 0.02∗

Mean 0.11 0.09 -0.01 0.16 0.14 -0.02 0.20 0.18 -0.02 0.08 0.07 -0.01
B. Nonindex commodities
Propane 0.21 0.25 0.04∗ 0.26 0.27 0.01 0.27 0.28 0.01 0.16 0.24 0.08∗

Minneapolis wheat 0.16 0.08 -0.08∗ 0.23 0.13 -0.1∗ 0.32 0.17 -0.15∗ 0.17 0.08 -0.09∗

Oats 0.15 0.10 -0.04∗ 0.18 0.17 0 0.22 0.20 -0.02∗ 0.17 0.03 -0.14∗

Rice 0.10 0.10 0 0.18 0.15 -0.03∗ 0.20 0.19 -0.01∗ 0.04 0.05 0.01∗

Lumber 0.13 0.05 -0.08∗ 0.18 0.07 -0.11∗ 0.20 0.09 -0.1∗ 0.10 0.05 -0.06∗

Orange juice 0.14 0.05 -0.09∗ 0.20 0.14 -0.06∗ 0.23 0.18 -0.05∗ 0.06 0.04 -0.02∗

Pork bellies 0.10 0.14 0.05∗ 0.15 0.20 0.05∗ 0.19 0.26 0.07∗ 0.06 0.12 0.06∗

Platinum 0.07 0.12 0.05∗ 0.14 0.20 0.07∗ 0.20 0.26 0.06∗ 0.07 0.05 -0.02∗

Palladium 0.08 0.12 0.04∗ 0.14 0.15 0.01∗ 0.21 0.21 0 0.12 0.11 0
Tin 0.12 0.23 0.12∗ 0.17 0.26 0.09∗ 0.12 0.30 0.18∗ 0.10 0.15 0.05∗

Mean 0.13 0.12 0.00 0.18 0.17 -0.01 0.22 0.21 0.00 0.11 0.09 -0.01

Note: Table 4 reports the the mean absolute deviation of the Automatic Variance Ratio proposed by Choi (1999) and the original
Variance Ratio of Lo and MacKinlay (1988) from unity. The metrics are computed for the sub-samples spanning the pre- and
post-financialization period. Furthermore, Table 4 shows the difference in mean. ∗ indicates statistical significance at the 5%
level.
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Table 5: Mean Degree of Market Efficiency - Delay

Delay1 Delay2 Delay3
pre post ∆ pre post ∆ pre post ∆

A. Index commodities
Brent oil 0.04 0.02 -0.02∗ 1.75 1.67 -0.08∗ 1.45 1.30 -0.15∗

Crude oil 0.03 0.02 -0.01∗ 1.55 1.56 0.01 1.24 1.18 -0.06∗

Gas oil 0.28 0.29 0 2.01 2.22 0.2∗ 1.82 1.90 0.08∗

Heating oil 0.03 0.02 -0.01∗ 1.54 1.49 -0.06∗ 1.27 1.16 -0.11∗

Natural gas 0.24 0.17 -0.07∗ 2.14 2.13 0 1.95 1.91 -0.04∗

Chicago wheat 0.72 0.68 -0.04∗ 2.34 2.46 0.11∗ 2.27 2.35 0.08∗

Corn 0.77 0.64 -0.13∗ 2.51 2.32 -0.19∗ 2.37 2.24 -0.13∗

Kansas wheat 0.71 0.71 0 2.39 2.46 0.06∗ 2.29 2.32 0.03∗

Soybean oil 0.83 0.48 -0.35∗ 2.45 2.24 -0.21∗ 2.47 2.16 -0.32∗

Soybeans 0.80 0.56 -0.24∗ 2.43 2.23 -0.2∗ 2.42 2.16 -0.26∗

Cocoa 0.81 0.70 -0.11∗ 2.49 2.19 -0.3∗ 2.45 2.32 -0.14∗

Coffee 0.77 0.67 -0.1∗ 2.40 2.30 -0.11∗ 2.43 2.29 -0.15∗

Cotton 0.80 0.71 -0.08∗ 2.51 2.47 -0.04∗ 2.51 2.42 -0.09∗

Sugar 0.76 0.70 -0.06∗ 2.38 2.45 0.08∗ 2.43 2.42 -0.01
Feeder cattle 0.80 0.81 0.02∗ 2.53 2.42 -0.12∗ 2.48 2.47 0
Lean hogs 0.81 0.79 -0.01∗ 2.56 2.43 -0.13∗ 2.49 2.50 0.01
Live cattle 0.74 0.81 0.08∗ 2.54 2.60 0.05∗ 2.52 2.55 0.04∗

Gold 0.44 0.24 -0.21∗ 2.04 1.85 -0.19∗ 2.17 1.98 -0.19∗

Silver 0.59 0.32 -0.27∗ 2.33 1.95 -0.38∗ 2.38 2.11 -0.28∗

Aluminium 0.84 0.85 0.01∗ 2.42 2.48 0.06∗ 2.42 2.50 0.08∗

Copper 0.55 0.41 -0.14∗ 2.43 2.17 -0.26∗ 2.35 2.12 -0.24∗

Lead 0.76 0.77 0.01 2.38 2.44 0.07∗ 2.42 2.50 0.08∗

Nickel 0.78 0.73 -0.05∗ 2.45 2.31 -0.14∗ 2.37 2.26 -0.11∗

Zinc 0.89 0.84 -0.04∗ 2.46 2.43 -0.02∗ 2.56 2.40 -0.16∗

Mean 0.62 0.54 -0.08 2.29 2.22 -0.07 2.23 2.15 -0.08
B. Nonindex commodities
Propane 0.27 0.37 0.1∗ 2.22 2.17 -0.05∗ 2.12 1.88 -0.24∗

Minneapolis wheat 0.67 0.72 0.05∗ 2.43 2.51 0.08∗ 2.31 2.37 0.05∗

Oats 0.78 0.75 -0.03∗ 2.38 2.40 0.02 2.29 2.37 0.08∗

Rice 0.86 0.81 -0.05∗ 2.41 2.45 0.04∗ 2.46 2.46 0
Lumber 0.76 0.83 0.07∗ 2.44 2.48 0.04∗ 2.47 2.48 0
Orange juice 0.79 0.82 0.03∗ 2.43 2.56 0.13∗ 2.44 2.55 0.1∗

Pork bellies 0.79 0.84 0.05∗ 2.48 2.73 0.25∗ 2.44 2.63 0.19∗

Platinum 0.74 0.48 -0.26∗ 2.49 2.03 -0.45∗ 2.47 2.11 -0.36∗

Palladium 0.81 0.50 -0.3∗ 2.47 2.17 -0.31∗ 2.38 2.16 -0.23∗

Tin 0.84 0.79 -0.05∗ 2.45 2.37 -0.08∗ 2.50 2.41 -0.09∗

Mean 0.73 0.69 -0.04 2.42 2.39 -0.03 2.39 2.34 -0.05

Note: Table 5 reports the delay measures suggested by Hou and Moskowitz (2005). The metrics are
computed for the sub-samples spanning the pre- and post-financialization period. Furthermore, Table
5 shows the difference in mean. ∗ indicates statistical significance at the 5% level.
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Table 6: CIT Regression

Panel A: CIT Market Share

AVR VR(4) VR(8) VR(12) Delay1 Delay2 Delay3
MS -0.002∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.003 -0.004∗∗ -0.016∗∗∗ -0.009∗ -0.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.005) (0.003)

B -0.044 -0.044 -0.029 -0.175 0.077 0.039 0.223
(0.091) (0.114) (0.098) (0.156) (0.162) (0.503) (0.418)

IQ 0.001 0.001 -0.003 -0.003 -0.012∗∗∗ 0.003 -0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.006) (0.004) (0.008) (0.006)

Constant 0.129∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗ 0.171∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ 0.853∗∗∗ 2.446∗∗∗ 2.429∗∗∗

(0.032) (0.022) (0.035) (0.037) (0.075) (0.101) (0.061)

Panel B: CIT Net Long

AVR VR(4) VR(8) VR(12) Delay1 Delay2 Delay3
NET -0.002∗∗∗ -0.001∗∗∗ -0.001∗ -0.001 -0.006∗∗∗ -0.003 -0.005∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.0004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

B -0.015 -0.019 -0.015 -0.170 0.110 0.056 0.266
(0.077) (0.117) (0.092) (0.155) (0.182) (0.507) (0.410)

IQ 0.001 0.001 -0.002 -0.003 -0.012∗∗∗ 0.003 -0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.006) (0.004) (0.008) (0.005)

Constant 0.130∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗ 0.157∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.708∗∗∗ 2.360∗∗∗ 2.362∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.013) (0.023) (0.027) (0.039) (0.065) (0.045)

Commdity FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Table 6 reports the pooled OLS regression results for Equation 15. The dependent variable
is the absolute deviation of the respective variance ratio from unity |VR-1| or the Delay measure for
commodity market i in week t. The regression allows for clustering among observations of the same
month and commodity futures market. Further, standard errors are reported in parantheses. ∗∗∗,∗∗

and ∗ denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 7: CIT Decomposition Regression

Panel A: CIT Market Share

AVR VR(4) VR(8) VR(12) Delay1 Delay2 Delay3
#CIT 0.002 0.005∗∗∗ 0.001 -0.005 0.007 0.007 0.012

(0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.011) (0.020) (0.012)

CIT Expand -0.003∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗ -0.003∗ -0.020∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.002)

B -0.037 -0.034 -0.023 -0.176 0.109 0.062 0.253
(0.088) (0.117) (0.096) (0.156) (0.170) (0.491) (0.399)

IQ 0.002 0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.006∗ 0.008 0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.008) (0.005)

Constant 0.028 -0.018 0.092 0.245∗∗∗ 0.376∗ 2.106∗∗∗ 1.975∗∗∗

(0.060) (0.039) (0.072) (0.086) (0.222) (0.411) (0.234)

Panel B: CIT Net Long

AVR VR(4) VR(8) VR(12) Delay1 Delay2 Delay3
#CIT -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗ -0.001 -0.0004 -0.0004 0.008 0.004

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006)

CIT Expand -0.002∗∗ -0.001∗∗∗ -0.001 -0.001 -0.007∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

B -0.016 -0.021 -0.015 -0.168 0.129 0.094 0.295
(0.075) (0.117) (0.095) (0.155) (0.173) (0.506) (0.409)

IQ 0.001 0.001 -0.002 -0.003 -0.012∗∗∗ 0.003 -0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.006) (0.004) (0.007) (0.005)

Constant 0.135∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.162∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗ 0.533∗∗∗ 2.009∗∗∗ 2.096∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.036) (0.057) (0.065) (0.145) (0.218) (0.170)

Commdity FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Table 7 reports the pooled OLS regression results for Equation 17. The dependent variable
is the absolute deviation of the respective variance ratio from unity |VR-1| or the Delay measure for
commodity market i in week t. The regression allows for clustering among observations of the same
month and commodity futures market. Further, standard errors are reported in parantheses. ∗∗∗,∗∗

and ∗ denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 8: Difference-in-Differences Regression

Variance Ratio Delay
AVR VR(4) VR(8) VR(12) Delay1 Delay2 Delay3

DIndex,2004 -0.016∗∗∗ -0.022∗∗∗ -0.021∗∗ -0.026∗ -0.077∗∗∗ -0.047∗ -0.076∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.008) (0.010) (0.014) (0.020) (0.027) (0.024)

Constant 0.062∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗ 0.176∗∗∗ 0.229∗∗∗ 0.887∗∗∗ 2.473∗∗∗ 2.499∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.008) (0.012) (0.010)

Commdity FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Table 8 reports the pooled OLS regression results for Equation (18). The dependent
variable is the absolute deviation of the variance ratio from unity |VR-1| or one of the Delay
measures for commodity market i at time period t. The dummy DIndex,2004 takes on one if
the commodity is index traded and t ≥ 2004 and zero otherwise. The regression allows for
clustering among observations of the same month and commodity futures market. Further,
standard errors are reported in parantheses. ∗∗∗,∗∗ and ∗ denote statistical significance at the
1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.
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(c) Wheat - CBOT
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(d) Wheat - KCBOT
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Figure 1: CIT Positions & Futures Prices

Note: The graphs show the weekly commodity index trader (CIT) positions based on position
data obtained from the CFTC and corresponding next nearby futures prices, January 2004
to November 2019.
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Figure 2: Financialization and Informational Efficiency

Note: The graphs show the average degree of market inefficiency for index and non-index
commodities in the pre- and post financialization period, respectively.
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